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In addition to seeing eaah sy8tem in its own aont;e;r;t this paper"
attempts to sh"" some of ths diffiouLties whiohpesuLt oonoerning
internationaL mil tpaffio invoZving both oountPies. As wiU be
seen in the papero, thel"B ape many a1"eas such as eoU,active pate
making, pubUoation of taPiffs, oontpaot making and cZaims which
pequipe paiLways of one ODunt"y to loLL"" two con.fZicting sets of
tG:lJ)S. This (J1"eates a unique situat;ion in trJo UJays: Fil'stty, it
undePmines the assurrrption that a national tegistatur>8 must areata
tr'arLSP01"t Za1JJS 7..Jhioh concem onZy its 0lJn citizens_ Secondly, it
b-rings into question the pnMipZ,e of comity betltJeen nations, ie,
that one govePnment does not have the 1'ight to impose ·its own
J

roegul,ations on c'it'iZ8nS of anothep oountry '1lJho aroe proopep1,y
roespecting the 1,aMs of the-iro oum gove7*rl1Tlents.

FinaLLy, this papep dmwsinto question the need to establish a
joint intePnational, roegul,atoT'Y agency, Mhich ~ou1,d have
juroisdiction ove.,. matte.,.s petated to t.,.anspol'tation by T'a'il,

between Canadct and the United States. This ppesupposes that each
government. wiLL aooept paiL capPieps and shippeps foLLObJing a
diffepent peguLatopy poLioy on internationaL tmffic than on
domest'ic movements.
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Canada and the Onited States have historically had much in
COilmon as far as each country's legislative development concerning
rallways.
(1) Prior to the legislation which deregulated rail trans
portation in recent times. both countries had railway laws which
were. primarily intended to protect the public i.e."
rail shippers,
agairist the oligopolistic powers of railways.
For example, in both
countries it was contrary to the law for a railway to set a rate
which was not "just and reasonable".
Similarly, f:r::eight :r::'ates could
not be "discriminatory", abandonments as well as long and short haul
differences were strictly regulated, and pooling traffic was historically prohibited in each country.
In both Canada and the 0,,5,.,
it was illegal for a railway to give a rebate or for a shipper to
receive one.
Tariffs were required to be published, and shippers
were given frequent opportunity to contest freight rate increases
before the American and Ca~adian regulatory commissions..
There were
no confidential contracts b~tween railways and shippers in either
country..
There were statutory uniform bills of lading containing
similar liability provisions for both countries, and competing
collectively discussed rate levels with immunity from the
laws of their respective countries (2).
The predecessor to the
Canadian Transport Commission
(3) and Interstate Commerce
(4) respectively provided the mechanisms for regulatory control and
their power to interpret the acceptability of freight rate levels
prevented the railways from pricing in a free market environment ..

1..

The laws which regulate railways in Canada are the Railway Act (R!
C 234), the Maritime Fre-ight Rates Act R.. S" C.. l'74), -!heT:£ansp~!:!.
~£!. (l966-67~C:69) ,,-rn-the unit~States, the ~~~~ Rai!..~~S!
vf 1980 amended the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-Act (U S. Code, Title 49,
Public Law 94-473).
Prior to~'St-a'gg'e'rs!'theJ::e were the~~~!.
of 1966, the !!e-pburn Act of 1906," the -Ca~~_Ac~ of 1906,
The
!'lann-Elkins" Act of 1910, the !ranspo-rtati"on Acts Of 1920 and 19401
and the" 'Ree'd-Bullwi'nkle A£~ of 1948"

2"

Although the Canadian railways only received specific legislative
authority to price collectively in 1967 (Sec. 279 ~~~_Act) and
the U.. 5. railroads in 1948 (Reed-Bullwinkle Act), railways had been'
discussing rates among themselves for many years prior to the abo~
dates"

3..

The Canadian Transport Commission was created in 1967 by the
~ationalTranspor~~~Act. It replaced the Board of Transport
Commissioners for Canada..
The CTC has jurisdiction over rail,
air, water and commodity pipelines modes.

4..

The Interstate Commerce Commission was created in 1887 by the
~nter state Commerce Act"
The U" 5, Pre siden t appoints the eleven
l:ommissioners, with senate approval, to serve seven-year terms ..
Only six commissioners may be from the same political party.
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In Canada this situation changed in 1967 with the enactment
the National Transportation Act (S)
This legislation recognized
the monopoly era of the railways had vanished and that competibetween modes had come to characterize the Canadian transportation
For example, in the 1950's, the St. Lawrence Seaway had been
enabling large foreign and domesti9 ships to move freely be'the Atlantic Ocean and Central Cana~a_ The Trans-Canada Highway
also been constructed, allowing trucks to cut deeply into Canadian
st rail traffic, particularly in high rated manufactured products.
airline industry ~~s taking passenger as well as express and mail
c away from the rail mode, and gas and oil pipelines were dithe railway's domestic coal market..
These competitive
lopments made i t exceedingly difficult for the Canadian railways
their previously adequate share of available transportation

The National ~ransportation Act deregulated the Canadian rail, on the premise that competition, not regulation, should be the
determinant of the level of freight rates.
The NTA defines a
"National Transportation Policy" as making the best use of
available modes, minimizing transportation costs and not using
as instruments of national social policy..
(6)
Canadian
were no longer required to go before a government agency in
have their rate increases approved.
(7)
The railways could
any of their rates effective 30 days after' filing with the
(8)
Rates to one shipper could be different from rates for the
commodi ty to another shipper.
Providing their freight rates were
qb,ml'ens
, the railways were given the freedom to price their transser~ices according to market forces.

The NTA reproduced many of the recommendations of the Macpherson
RoyalCommission (Queen I s Printer Ottawa 1961, Cat. No .. Zl-1960/3-l,
1959/3-2).
MacPherson had recommended that competition and not
should determin~ the allocation of transport resources"
The Commission also suggested that the removal of rate restrictions
they applied to railways would lead to a more effective transsystem in Canada ..
Section 3 of NTA ..
The Canadian railways were previously required to apply for acrossthe-board rate increases to the Board of ~ransport Commissioners.
These public hearings would generally take 1-2 years before a
decision was rendered, at which time the railways were obliged
to immediately apply for yet another increase ..
Section 2'75 (2)

Railway Act ..
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Today, Canadian railways can adjust their rates rapidly to
competitive changes, and may vary rate levels so as to give incent
recognizing volume, seasonality, use of full train sets, and backhaul
Ihey no longer have the obligation to make rates "just and reas
In this way
it was thought that traffic would seek out
carrier that best served the shipper's p~ice and service needs
would become more selective and, freed of most rate r'estrictions,
ways would concentrate their efforts on where they were best able
maximize their inherent rail mode advantages.
Ihe united States deregulation of railways occurred fifteen
later and in some respects went further than the Canadian effort.
Staggers Rail Act of 1980 recognized that competition and demand for
;ervice;-no~regulation, should determine the level of freight rates.
The U.,S. legislation was intended to enable American railways to earn
adequate revenues.
The united States government restricted the
and involvement .o.f the Interstate Commerce Commission by this legis
For example, shippers presently have no recourse against a railway un
the rate charged is above a "jurisdictional threshhold" of somewhere
between 170% and 180% of variable costs, provided that the shipper
also prove market dominance and the unreasonableness of that rate ..
other words, the ICe has no jurisdiction to examine whether a rate
is excessive, unless the rate is above the 170%-180% "threshhold" and
market dominance has been proVen..
Similarly, contracts between rai
and shippers cannot be contested by competitors unless they show (for
non-agricultural commodity movements) that the railway in question
impaired its common car'ri(er's obligation by tying up too much of its
equipment on the contract(s).
(9)
The ever increasing number of
contracts (10)
between railways and shippers in the U.5" is charac
by a significant amount of confidentiality.
For example, on non-agr
cultural commodity movements, the only elements of a contract which
be divulged to the public are the identity of the carriers, the c()mm,odi~
the duration and car type.,
(11)
It is not necessary to release the
baEe rate, the origin and destination stations nor any information on
volume or escalation provisions.,
Furthermore competing shippers are
only given 18 days to protest a contract based on the above limited
information.
One can see that regulatory control in the U .. S. is now
meant to be the exception and not the rule ..

----_...., - - 9 ..

Ice decision dated October 8, 1982,
Contracts, page 13.

,~~~~~_E~nspo~~~~

-------

10" Over 2,500 since enactment of
11.

Infra

~!.~gger~..

(9), page 29.
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the united States, surcharges, mergers, route cancellations have
been permitted by the Interstate Commerce Commission as a
of the minimization of regulato~y intervention and the
placed on competition.
If one compares the National Transportation Act and related
railway legislation to the United States ~~£~~~~_~ct, one
much similarity_
Par example, the "national transportation
which is defined in Staggers is surprisingly similar to the
s described in the N1A.
Both countries have provisions which
p"PlnlU"t railways f~'om setting a freight r'ate below the variable
of the movement..
(12)
Both countries have limited procedures
shippers to contest what they perceive to be an unconscionably
rate.
(13)
Both countries still require railways to provide
carriage for all shippers and to furnish proper equipment
(14).
There are, at the same time, substantial differences between
railway legislation of Canada and of the United States, and these
particularly noteworthy in the areas of collective ratemaking,
, rebates, public filing of tariffs, and limitation of
Each category will be analyzed with emphasis placed on
difficulties which result in maintaining joint international
traffic between the two countries"
Section 2'79 of the Canadian Railway Act states that railways
exchange cost information and maY-charg,;-Common rates; railways
may price collectively even on movements where they compete
This section was enacted in 1967 and, when taken in the context
other concurrent legislative amendments which included the
of the NTA, one can see that the Canadian government was
p,·>,narJly concerned with competition between modes, not intlamodal
Another explanation for the immunity given to collective
by railways in Canada is perhaps the recognition that the
were obliged to provide a public service of national importance

2'76 of Railway Act and 49 D.S.C.
l07QlA(2),.
In the U.S~
cost is~quatedto the te~"going concern value".
The
transportation policy" of both countries specify that
compensatory ..
See Section 3{c) !:!.!~ and 49 DoS:..£:... lOlOlA(6),
278 of Railway Act and 49 D.S.C. lO'707A ..
262 of Railway Act and 49 U.S.C. 1110l(A)
279 is permissive, not mandatory.,
Canadian Pacific and
National railways have on many occasions established
rates on competing routes.
Also, joint discussions on
s are not limited to ~ate bureaux in Canada, but may occu~
place and at any time"
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with cert~in related obligations and therefore should have this remaining regulation offset by the ability to price collectively.,
In
other words, despite the de regulatory influence of the 196'] legislative changes, the Canadian railways were still required to publ
all rates and to cha~ge only the amount desc~ibed in the published
tariff
(16)
Also, Section 23 of the National~~~~sportati~n AC~
enables shippers to protest a rate level because it constitutes an
unfair disadvantage, or undue obstacle to the interchange of
commodities between points in canada, or an unreasonable discouragement to the development of primary or secondary industries or to
export trade.
These and other regulations distinguish Canadian railways
from other industries to which the anti-combines law does apply ..
Yet another reason why competition between Canadian railways was
not made compulsory might have been the existence of only tWQ tran
continental railways in Canada, one of which, Canadian National
Railway, is a Crown corporation not responsible to private shareholders and investors in the same way as Canadian Pacific Railway
The statutory permission allowing collective ratemaking in
Canada
was not intended nor has i t in fact ever extended beyond
Canadian territory. In the few instances where Canadian railways
own trackage running over the border into the U.,S .. , the requirement
to respect American law is unquestioned, as is the obligation of
Canadian-owned rail subsidiaries in theU"S."
such as the 500 Line
(CP owned) and the Grand Trunk Railway (eN owned).
Conversely,
D .. S. railways physically run into Canada, either directly or via
their subsidiaries, they are required to conform to the requireme
of the Canadian railway legislation
(IS).,

16.

Section 275 of the

!~:!:..lway~:.!.

of Canada"

I'] .. Since its formation in 1922, ~he Canadian National Railway has
been relieved of $7.,1 billion of debt and interest costs by
Canadian Government recapitalization"
CN-CP Ac~ of 1933 ($1.,23
billion deficit), £~ital~~ision_Act 'of1937{$1 .. 8 billion
deficit), Capit~Revision Act of 1952 ($1.5 billion deficit),
Capital Revision Act- of 1978 ($aOa million). CN is presently
requesting the Government to convert a further $400 million
of consolidat~d debt into eqtiity"
18" Four American railways own trackage in Canada .- ConRail,
and Western, Chessie, Burlington Northern.,
Prior to 1980, all
four railways were members of the Canadian Freight Association,
an organization wherein joint discussion and publication of
rateS involving Canadian and Canada-U"S., rail movements occurs,
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In direct contrast to the Canadian situation, the Sta~~~~
diminished the ability of u"s. carriers to jointly discuss rates.
collective ratemaking among railways in the u.s. had previously
tted from immunity from the Sherman Act, provided that the ICC
the agreements of the U .. S-=---rate-bureaux on a regular basis ..
present, railways in the 0 .. 5" cannot discuss a rate collectively
s they are end-to-end direct conhectors in that particular
ove,nent.
Ihere can be no joint discussion of single line rates.
actions by individual carriers need not be processed nor
shed through a rate bureau
(20)
rhe results from the above restriction have been significant.
rate bureaux activity has been reduced substantially due to the
immunity from the anti-·trust laws and the confidentiality
by contract rates..
By contrast, in 1982, there were 725,864
in,d"pe"deI,t announcements which were not docketed in the rate
(21)"
During the first 9 months of 1982, the number of
end"nt notices increased by 300%"
(22)
Many U"S .. x'ailways are
their own tariffs, rather than have the rate bureaux publish
Certain lines, such as ConRail have withdrawn from all U"S.
bureaux membership, which means that any joint through rate beanother railway and ConRail must necessarily involve an indeannouncement ..
We haVe established that there exist in Canada and the u.s.
statutory provisions governing collective ratemaking"
, it is not possible to have a complete understanding of the
ons which this conflict of laws has on maintaining interrail traffic without explaining an additional factor which
exacerbated the above situation considerably - the extrareach of the U.S" anti-trust laws ..

49 U.S.C.

lOIOI(A)

5(B)2 decision dated January 14, 1981, page 33, stated that
each carrier has the absolute right to decide whether and/or
when the :rate bureau will docket its independent actions..
If a
carrier chooses to file an independent action in its own tariff,
there is no prior notice required to other car:riers or shippers.
to Clir by Reese H., Taylor, Jr,., Chairman of ICC on
28, 1983 in Montreal ..
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Ther~ have been several legal decisions in the O"S. which
have confirmed that non-American companies collectively pricefixing outside of the O.. S. are subject to the o.s. anti-trust laws,
provided that they actually did have an effect upon o.S. imports
or exports.
(23)
In other words, even if Canadian railways are
allowed by virtue of Canadian law to make rates collectively on
Canadian southbound movements to the o.s. border, they still risk
contravening the O.S. anti-trust laws since the latter have been
interpreted as applying anywhere in the world if the "conspiracy'
impacts upon u.s. citizens
(24)

Ihe dilemma which canadian railways face due to this conflict between Canadian and American transportation law, plus the
doctrine of
extraterritorial anti-trust reach, is as follows:
Approximately one quarter of the freight revenues of Canadian railways are derived from traffic destined to the United States.,
On
much of this traffic, the canadian railways price collectively to
the border, so that irrespective of the specific route used, the
Canadian railways set a common r'ate.
The fz'eight is interchanged
at the border with various U.,S. railways, canadian Pacific
and Canadian National usually interchang~ with different U.. S.
carriers"
If CP and CN continue to set one price for competing south
bound movements, this may well be interpreted by the U.,S. courts as
contravening the Sherman Act, since the conspiracy on the part of
the Canadian railways hasan "effect U on the pxice paid by American
shippers and consumers.
Both Canadian railways own substantial
assets in the 0.5", and hire hundreds of American citizens directly
and through their U"S. subsidiaries.
Therefore, by doing in Canada
what is legal in virtue of Section 279
of the Canadian Railway Act"
the Canadian railways are rendering their own U"S .. emploY;;; andU-:-S))
assets susceptible to the penalties foreseen in the Sherman Act.
Since the canadian railways often negotiate their colleetiv;ly~set
rates with groups of Canadian shippers, these latter companies would
also be subject to 0.,5., anti-trust indictments.
Similarly, the u.s,
railway dealing with one Canadian railway, but knowing that the rate
is identical for both Canadian railways, is subject as well to being
named a co-conspirator.

-------------------------_._----_._---~-------------~-------

23" U.S. vers·us Aluminum Company of America et al ..

(148F

{;econd-ci~-1945~-~---------------

(2nd)

416

~~tine~ta~~E.~_~~!._al~_~~~Union---.£~£~de~~_£~.bo~_~££E..=..

!:..!.~

(370 U"S, 690 (l962),
V.S. versus The Watchmakers of Switzerland Information Center lne;
(1963
trade cas
77,414 (s"d.n.y" 1962) order modified 1965 .~-
trade cas
80,490 (s"d.n.,y. 1975),
In Re Uranium Anti-Trust Litigation-Westinghouse (480F, supp.

------------------

'1138T1979~:-rll-)

24.

rhe Sherman Act envisages criminal indictments carrying fines of
up to $1 million per count to companies, and $100,000 personal
fines plus a maximum of 3 years in prison to corporate officers.
More frequent, however, are the civil anti-trust suits which
entitle complainants who have successfully proven that they
~~v~~~~~~nb~~~~~~~,due to the collusion of their competitors,
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The Canadian railways and shippers have attempted to enlist
fJ::'om both Governments in order to obtain immunity f:r'om the
anti-trust laws for international rail t:raffic"
In 1980, the
Cong:ressional Record
(25) instructed the ICC to consider the
le of international comity when deliberating the request of
Canadian railroads for D.S, anti-trust immunity.
rhe Record also
structed the ICC to recognize the 1978 decision of the D"S, civil
ics BOard which held that non-American air carriers (farecollectively in lATA) were to be given D.,S. anti-trust
ity.
1he Canadian government sent a formal diplomatic note to the
Secretary of State explaining that i t would be harmful to
relations if Canadian industry was made subject to
extraterritorial reach of certain American laws"
(26)
In 1981, the ICC agreed to treat all Canadian railways as
integrated enterprise", thereby giving them the requested
ty from the U.,S. anti-trust law (27).
The ICC also gave like
to Canadian shippers and U.S. rail carriers negotiating
Canadian railways (28)
the 1981 ICC decision was temporary in scope, the
railways submitted a CN/CP Agreement (29) for ICC approval
requested permanent immunity from the U.S. anti-trust laws for all
railways and shippers"
The Agreement also describes the proby which D.S. rail carriers would be restricted from collectively
sing rates in Canada at meetings of the Canadian Freight AssociaThe U.S. Department of Justice has objected to the Canadian
, claiming that the Ice did not have jurisdiction to grant
anti-trust immunity in areas which have been totally deregulated,
as trailer on flat car/container on ~lat car traffic and exempt
s such as fresh fruits and vegetables (30)"

Congressional Record S14002 and HR 10083 (daily ed., Sept. 30/80).
Joint statements were made by Senator Howard Cannon and Representative Edward Madigan, chairmen of the respective House Subcommittees on rransportation.
Note no .. 630 dated November 21, 1980 from Canadian Embassy, Washington,
.C" to D.,S. Department of State.,
fra

(20),

page 4;::!,

Infra

(20),

page 42.

April 6,

1981.
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Until such time as the CN/CP Agreement is approved by the
ICC, the two Canadian railways have adopted a policy of not jointly
discussing most southbound international rates, even though
Canadian legislation would allow them to do so (31).
Another impediment to the free flow of goods between Canada
and the U.S. arises when we conside~ railway filing requirements ..
Sections 286 (1) and 287 of the Canadian B,ailway Act x-equire that
international tariffs be filed whenever a rate is set involving
the movement of traffic from Canada to a foreign country.
However,
in the United States exempt commodities such as fresh fruits and
vegetables, as well as trailer on flat car/container on flat car
traffic have been entirely deregulated, so that no tariffs are published with regard to these movements.
Therefore, on international
t:r'affic involving such commodities, we see once again that the rai
companies of each country are being required to conform to confl
sets of laws ..
A more prominent difficulty lies in the a:rea of contracts.
In the United States, confidential contracts are now allowed between
rail carriers and shippers
(32).
These cont:r'acts must be filed
with the ICC but only a skeletal summary of their basic elements is
given to the public.
Contracts in the United Slates often contain
rebates.
Due to the general economic recession, there has been a
proportionately greater supply of transportation service competing
for a lesser demand.
In the auction-like environment which has
resulted, U.S. rail carriers have made use of their country's newly
deregulated legal framework by competing among themselves and
offering larger and larger rebates to customers.
The amount of the
rebate, although filed with t~e ICC as part of the full contract, is
not available to competing railways nor shippers.
In Canada, there is no legislative provision which allows
confidential contracts between Canadian railways and shippers.
On
the contrary, section 275 of the Railway Act requires that all rates
be published"
Moreover, section '380-ofthe!3:ailway __ ~ct prohibits
:rebates ..

31., However, Canadian Pacific and Canadian National do discuss
international rates which are intended to be processed through
U.S. rate bureaux (of which they are members) since the latter
o:rganizations still possess certain residual anti·-trust immunity.
(ICC Ex Parte No" 297 (Sub,,·-No. 1) dated May 21, 1981 and
~~~~~oad~
__
- _Agr~~~~ 365 ICC 918 decided July 23, 1982)
32,

Infra

(9), pagel3.
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Therefore, on a joint international thru rail movement
ween Canada and the U.,S .. (33), a U"S .. l:ailway can enter into an
ished contract with a U.,S .. shipper, in conformity with U.,S.
However, the u.s. railway is also required to publish the full
with the Canadian Transport Commission in virtue of sections
(1) and 287 of the Canadian Railway Act, which would automatically
it of the benefits of confidentiality which it derived from
contract,
The U"S. railways have generally not filed copies of
rate information contained in theil: contracts on international
ic with the CTC and to this extent have not complied with the
rements of section 287
(34)
rhese U.S
railways would argue that they are not subject to
jurisdiction of the CTC since the goods were interchanged at the
and their control over the merchandise took place exclusively
the United States ..
In other words, they would claim that
s 286(1) and 287 of the Canadian Railway Act should not have
al reach ..
Those wishing to enforce the Canadian legislation would
the above al:gument by saying that since there exists one
rate between Canada and the U .. S., the Canadian shipper is paying
for transportation which must be published, as are all domestic
By refusing to file the U .,5. contract on an international
m"v"mel,t, the D.S. line is using an argument which presupposes that
rate is divisable, which a thru rate by definition is not (35)

Most Canada-U.,S. rail traffic is quoted in thru rates, as opposed
to proportional or cofubination rates.
A thru rate involves two or
more railways giving the shipper one l:'ate from origin to destination; this necessitates the railways agreeing on divisional percentages among themselves..
By contrast, a combination rate is
where each railway charges the shipper a rate for his portion of
movement, the shipper paying the combination of these rates ..
Historically, thru rates have been less expensive than combination rate s between the same origin/destination pairs due to
tendency among railways in the latter instance to requil:e a
profit from their individual portion, instead of concentrating on the modal or market competitiveness of the complete
rate,
contravention is even clearer against U.,S, cal:riers which
operate in both Canada and the U" S.
FOl: example, if
,,5. carrier took possession of the merchandise within
ian territory and carried the goods on its own trackage into
U"S", the Canadian railway legislation would have to be
spected"
explicitly requires u.s. rail companies to file
international tariffs (lithe several companies shall
") whereas section 287 does not mention who should file
joint tariff on northbound tl:"affic (" a joint tariff shall
filed"),
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By analogy, the ICC have on several occasions judged the reasonable
ness of joint international thru rates in reparations cases and
have thus extended their jurisdiction over Canadian railways, whose
actual control of the goods was limited to Canadian territory (36)
Having analyzed the legal quanda:ry in which U S
railways
find themselves, in that they are being :required to respect two
sets of cont~adictory legislation, the dilemma faced by Canadian
railways is no less sensitive
Canaaian railways recognize that since the 1980 U S
deregu
latioo, the trend has been for U"S. rail traffic to be given to t
ca:J::':J::'ier s offering confidential contracts which contain x'ebates
Yet
Canadian railways are prohibited from ag:r'eeing to any rebate or unpublished rate in virtue of sections 380 and 2'75 respectively of the
Canadian Railway Act"
In the absence of any uniform regulation oVer
international traffic, the greater portion of Canada-D.,S, thru rail
t:raffic has continued to move between the two countries, with the
following accomodation to the new U S, law:
the D.,S, railways agre
to contracts with shippe:r's on international traffic, but the
railways cannot co-sign these contracts nor can they participate in
rebates which are contained therein,
The U ,S, railways file these
confidential contracts and summaries with the ICC, in accordance wit
the U "S. law, but the actual amount of the rate and rebate is not
available to the public,
The Canadian railways file the joint thru
rate with the CTC in conformity with the Canadian law.
However', the
rate filed with the CTC is not the true rate, but the Canadian roads
not having been a party to the contract, in many cases do not know
what the shipper is actually paying,
Ihe Canadian railways only kno
the division of the published thru rate which they will receive.
The above situation has created many inequities"
Fi:r'stly,
discourages Canadian railways from exploiting market opportunities
which they discover.
For example, if a U"S, district sales office
a Canadian railway found out about a future international shipment,
they would o:r::'dinarily wish to approach the prospective customer and
the U"S, connecting carriers in order to take a primary role in
up with the best tr'ansportation package.
under the present circumstances, the Canadian railway must leave the negotiating to its U,.S,
counter'part (s), since the former cannot participate in the contract
or rebate,
The U"S, line may agree to rate-related service or
clauses, such as turna:round penalties, volume committments, which
Canadian railway is unaware of, but would never have agreed to

36 ..
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Canadian railways which request a copy of the D.,S, contracts
movements to which they are a party have been told that the
provisions are confidential as between the U"S. carrier(s) and
shipper"
Certainly, the O.,S. anti-trust laws make it impossible
a carrier to know the contractual rebate provisions of a competing

Canadian rail ca~riers have suggested that they could partiin contract discussions provided the rate-related sections of
document were published with the Cle in accordance with Canadian
(37)
Io date, there has been a
unanimous refusal to consider
option, since shippers and U.S. carriers are preferring the use
s rather than open tariffs or independent announcements
sely because their respective competitors cannot know the actual
which is being charged,
Secondly, Canadian railways are having their preferred routings
hauled by U"S. carriers offering unpublished rebates.
For example,
railway has two alternate routes to move a given commodity
a point in Canada to a point in the D.,S"
These two routes are
with the same U.,S, carrier.
One route involves substantially
canadian mileage than the other, and therefore is the preferred
of the Canadian carrier, since the latter obtains a greater
of rail divisions from its longhaul
Prior to D,S. deregUlation,
thru rates on these two routes would probably have been the same,
s6 there would have been no rate advantage for the shipper to
one routing oVer the other (38).,
rhe traffic WOUld, in all
hood have moved over the Canadian railway's preferred routing,
the originating carrier has traditionally taken a predominant
in determining the choice of route.
In any event, the Canadian
would at least have been involved in the negotiation with the
with routing being one of the major considerations in exchange
the rate concessions.,

is the contention of the author that an allowance or rebate
h is filed with the cre is not in contravention to section
o of the Railway Act" since that section prohibits secret,
shed concessions to shippers which varies to some degree
pUblished rate, in accordance with section 2'75.
However.
a "rebate" is published, there is no material difference
ween the resulting x'ate and a volume incentive or " s tepr" rate, of which there are many,.
one of the routes was circuitous, there might have been
routing preference based On turnaround time
Similarly,
might have been a service preference if the D.,S,
ing carriers were different for' each route
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since Staggers, i t is commonplace for D"S. carriers to of
a larger rebate over their longhaul routing
Moreover, the U S.
carriers are the ones to negotiate the contractual arrangements
with shippers since they can offer rebates and confidentiality,
the Canadian roads cannot ..
Fu:rthermore, the rates on both routes
now different, and the Canadian railways do not know what the U .. S
longhaul :routing is costing the shipper, because of the unwillingn
of U S. lines to respect sections 286 (1) and 287 of the canadian
Railway Act (39)
lastly, many canadian shippers have started ac
ing rebates from U .. S carriers, since they believe that the Canadi
Iransport Commission is unwilling to take legal action against rail
carriers of another nation which are acting in accordance with the
laws of their own country (40).
The results of the above conflict
laws is that Canadian railways have beeh forced to passively obs
the erosion of their longhaul,
A final example of the dile~a which Canadian railways
due to the absence in Canadian law nf unpublished contract and
provisions is in the area of overhead traffic
rhis involves
which originates and terminates in the 0.,5. at Canadian rail
points, and is transported by the Canadian railway from the U
origin through Canadian territory to a U"S. destination (41).
G
that the origin and destination points are situated in the United
states, the Canadian railways are in direct competition with U"S
railways who have domestic U.,S, routes for the same old pair,
However, section 28'] of the Canadian Railway Act stipulates
that with respect to overhead traffic involving a thru movement by
two or' more railways, a joint tariff must be filed with the
Transport Commission.
The Canadian railway and its u.s .. rail connections are thus
put in the unenviable position of being required to respect
law and at the same time compete with U"S, carriers, who are not
SO required;,
For example, a 0,.5. shipper receives two offers, for

39 ..

Ther'efol:e the Canadian lines cannot strategically match or
outdo the rate reductions which characterize the U,,8. longhaul
contracts, with any exactitude ..

40 ..

Section 380 of the Railway Act prohibits any person from
receiving a rebate related to railway transportation"
Thel:'efol:e, these shippers risk a fine of $1000 for each
offence.

41.

rhe ultimate rail points of origin and destination need not
although they must be
located in the U .. S,
For example, a U.,S. railway might interchange -N'ith the Canadian railway in the U"S. to take the
commodity to a further U,S, destination,
be on the Canadian railway's track,
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domestic rail movement,
One bid is from a group of U"S. railroads
offer a confidential contract, including various rate-related
s"
These conditions will never be known to the ship~er's
s or to other railways, who might some day compete for
busine ss.
The ot her bid is from another group of railways
includes a Canadian rail carrier,.
They offer a slightly longer
since it climbs into Canada, traverses Canadian territory and
s back into the U"S.
This second group of railways cannot
rate'-related terms which will be confidential.
In the above
!'.,,,,,nple, most u.s. shippers would opt away from the group which inthe canadian overhead movement, since i t was longer and not

It is the view of the author that this overhead segment of
the Canadian Railway Act should be eliminated so as to
Canadian railways to compete with their U,.S, counterparts for
U,S. movements,.
287 of

Another example of legislative disharmony involving Canadian
rail transportation lies in ~he area of claims.
Whereas
h'revJ.o,o,ly the statutory rules governing a rail carrier's liability
st or damaged mer'chandise wer'e similar for both Cana-da and the
the situation changed with the enactment of Staggers.
At present U.S. rail carriers have the freedom to limit their
for loss, damage or delay to whatever value the shipper
5 upon, providing the shipper's declaration or agreement be in
(42)"
Previously, the Carmack Amendment (43) and Cummins
s (44) had prohibited U"S. common carriers from contracting
liability, as well as from offering limited liability rates
the latter were filed and approved by the ICC (45)
The
has eliminated the duty of U"S, railroads to obtain p-rior
before filing tariffs containing limited liability rates
Ejjt~h~Ffj";;.ij\has allowed confident.ial contracts, which may contain
I::
provisions.

and 49 U .. S"C
of 1906, ch"

3591,

of March 4, 1915, 38 Stat
301, 39 Stat,. 441.

11707

7,

34 Stat 593,

1196, and Act of August 9, 1916,

first Cummins Amendwent also extended the application of
Carmack Amendment to export MoVements to adjacent foreign
s on a thru bill of lading,
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By contrast, the canadian legislation specifically prohi
railways from limiting their liability, unless this has been
by the CTC (46).
Moreover, the CTC has prescribed mandatory terms
and conditions for the carriage of freight which specify the
of damage for which a railway is liable and the delays in which c
must be submitted (47)"
In order to demonstrate how this difference in regulatory
frameworks has impeded joint international rail traffic, consider
following example"
A D"S" shipper sends merchandise from a D"S ..
of origin to a Canadian point of destination.
This rail movement
involves a D.,5. rail carrier for the American portion, and a
railway for the Canadian portion, the traffic being interchanged
the border,
The traffic moves at a thru rate, but the D"S"
has signed a contract with the D.,S. carrier agreeing not to sue f
damage less than $200 per unit, and to submit notice of damage wi
thirty days ..
On arrival of the merchandise at the canadian destination
damage to several units is discovered, the latter being less than
per unit"
The D., 5, shipper cannot sue the U .. S" carrier because of
contractual limitation of liability..
Yet the shipper retains his
course against the Canadian railway (which could not be a party to
V"S,. contract) in virtue of Canadian law"
section 4 of General
stipulates that rail carriers in Canada are liable for the full
of the goods at the time and place of shipment.
Furthermore, if the
U"

U.

S.

shipper would have wanted to

s. carrier, he is pr Qscribed fr om doing so after one month.

Canadian bill of lading gives the shipper four months to send
tice of damage (48).
One can see from the above, that Canadian railways are
"holding the bag", after U,,8. connecting carriers have extricated
liability under the 1980 U"S, legislation (49)

----_._-----------

----_._--

46,

section 294 of Canadian ,Railway Act"

47.

CTC General Order No,

48"

Section 4, General Order T-5

49"

It has been suggested that if the contract specified that U., S"
would govern, the Canadian Courts might accept the limitation
liability for the canadian portion of northbound movements,.
~flict o.!. Laws, Dicey and Morris, 8th ed" 1967, page 697,

T-S

(ch.

1218)
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In conclusion, the unequitable situations which have been
bed above are due to fundamental differences between the
sportation policies of Canada and of the United State~"
They
reflect a lack of joint governmental planning as to the
ritel:nac",,,,al ramifications of national legislation"
The Can~dian Government resolved a would-be conflict
ing the statutory delays required to file rate increases
they become effective"
The CTC reduced the Canadian
from 30 to 20 days for joint international traffic, so as
achieve uniformity with the Staggers AC~ (50),
Similarly,
ICe has defined Canadian railways as "one integrated enterse" so as to extend the latter immunity from the U"S" anti,laws (5:1)
In the absence of a joint international authority which
establish a uniform regulatory framework in both countries,
CTC and ICe must offset the negative impact which their own
O""ntry1s transportation legislation may have on future international
traffic"

CTC Special Permission nos"

5519 and 5520, dated January 29,

1982.

Ice 5(b)2 Decision dated January 14, 1981, page
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